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Topic: Communalism 

1) Critically comment on the impact of communalism on economic growth. 

(150 Words) 

The communalism is an ideology of fulfilling socio-eco-political hopes of communites 
thru strategy of interpretation of religion and tradition in own way to get mass 
mobilisation to hurt other religion. 

Despite above mass movement, the communalism affects badly the economic growth : 

a) Economic growth can take place only in environment of peace and tranquillity, 
communalism creates an atmosphere of intolerance and violence which would impede 
the flow of goods and capital. 

b) The flow of labour from productive activities is diverted to unproductive activities, 
there is massive destruction of public properties to spread theideology. 

c) The investment attitude towards the country from foreign investor would be 
cautiousness, they tend to avoid the countries with highly communal country,for not take 
the risk of end up losing their investment.Overall, if we look thru the history no country 
could develop economical having high communal tension, as development of country 
take place when all people come and work together 

 
 
Topic: Communalism; Modern Indian history from about the middle of 

the eighteenth century until the present- significant events, personalities, 

issues  

1) Why did Rabindranath Tagore return his knighthood in 1919 and how 

did the British react to this? Is there any correlation between this incident 

with present trend of prominent writers returning awards in India in 
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response to rising tide of intolerance and government’s role in it. Critically 

examine. (150 Words) 

Intellectuals since immemorial gave direction to the society by signalling their views 
directly or indirectly. It was French,American,Russian Revolution or Indian national 
movement ; the role of scholars and intellectuals was to guide masses about right and 
wrong.(35 words) 

Rabindranath Tagore returned award because 

1.Jallianwala bagh massacre-mass killing of people in punjab forced people like Tagore 
to react and restricted them to enjoy the titles awarded by a brutal repressive power. 

2.Response of the government to the killing-The inactivity of the government to punish 
the culprit also shown the very intentions of Britishers. 

3.To ignite Indians-Tagore considered returning award as means not to protest 
Britishers but also to awaken country people against this brutal incident. 

British reaction to it 

1.Knighthood award-The return of knighthood award was taken seriously by Britishers 
not in India only but in Britain also because it was the most prestigious award given to 
the most valuable people to Britain. 

2.Gurudev had international voice-A nobel laureate Tagore was an international 
personality and any criticism by him was taken seriously around the world and thus this 
act of Britishers was criticised everywhere which forced britishers to act. 

3.Reforms and measures-Montague-Chelmsford reform,first responsible government in 
India and Simon commission are some of the steps taken by Britishers mainly because of 
the protests after jallianwala incident. 

Common between that protest and present protest 

1.Both against government 

2.Both to awaken masses 

3.Both against violence. 

4.Both against inaction of the government. 

Difference in both  
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1.That was against colonial government but this is against democratically elected 
indigenous government. 

2.That was against government action but it is against ideology. 
3.That protest was to get freedom but this protest is for maintaining that freedom.(180 
words) 
Intellectuals considers the return of their award as the only weapon to fight against 
injustice.The real assets of any country is not money but the scholars who should be 
listened and followed 
 
Topic: Art and culture 

1) Write a short note on the features of Mattancherry Palace murals. (150 

Words) 

Mattancherry Palace has been presented by Portuguese traders to king of Cochin to 
strengthen trading relation with kingdom. Later on after the arrival of dutch they 
renovated it. Architectural facet of the palace are market by various outstanding features 
like its quadrangular structure with four separate wings, sloping roof , coronation hall, 
decorated ceiling, Unique flooring etc. But the glory of the palace rests in the large no of 
murals executed with the spirit of Hindu Temple Art. Some of the distinct feature are 
Mattancherry Palace Murals are - 

--> Usage of rich warm colours in tempera technique 

--> Intricate mythological paintings please the aesthetic sense of visitor 

--> Breathtakingly beautiful mural paintings in the Royal Bed Chamber depict the entire 
story of Ramayana. 

--> Staircase walls depicted mural of Hindu god and godess while royal ladies rooms 
otlined the story of Kumarasambhavam by the great writer Kalidasa.  

--> Some panel also found to be portraying the Krishna Leela and Shiva Leela 

--> Presence of low wood ceiling with 48 painting also makes king chamber a noteworthy 
architectural piece. 

Today, it is a portrait gallery of the Cochin Rajas and notable for some of the best 
mythological murals in India, which are in the best traditions of Hindu temple art. 
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Topic: Role of women 

1) It is observed that more and more women vote in elections these days 

even surpassing male turnout, but they still lag behind men substantially in 

their representation in the electorate.  Discuss the reasons for this anomaly. 

(200 Words) 

Women political empowerment has been a longstanding issue in our electoral reforms. 
Owing to many reforms and awareness programs by the Election Commission of India, 
female voter turnout has been increased substantially and reaching on par with male 
voter turn out, but still there is lot more to done. Despite this, a peculiar condition is 
observed in 2014 elections and in the recent Bihar elections in which women 
representation in electorate is faraway from men. 

Reasons for this anomaly & suggestions: 

1) In the recent 2014 elections, it is evidenced that women formed just 41 per cent of new 
voters registered by the ECI. This shows that India still needs to run further more to 
bring gender parity in electorate. 

2) Migrant destination cities like Delhi and UP has the most adverse elector sex ratio. 
There are various cases for this. First, migration patterns are male dominated. Second, 
lack of interest shown by either native women or by migrant women or both. 

3) Some are of the view that male dominated out migration areas have shown better 
participation and reasonable electoral sex ratios. This is because of the responsibility 
shift on women as male head migrated in search of greener pastures. 

4) Improved literacy rate States like Arunachal Pradesh, goa, Kerala, Manipur etc., have 
almost achieved gender parity in electorate. This shows that education plays a crucial 
role in electoral reforms and political empowerment of the women. 

5) The areas of adverse sex ratios have drastic female deficit electorates. Eg - Delhi and 
J&K. 

6) Cultural barriers and conservative mindset especially in Muslims, new migrants, 
women and young people, particularly in migrated areas. 
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7) Certain communities like Kathi Darbar of Gujarat believe that women should not play 
a part in the democratic process. Targetted awareness programs by the ECI and media 
will raise female turnout in such regions. 

8) Surveys reveal that still there is male undue influence on women for polling votes as 
per their interests. Some reports show that this scenario is depleting, but still a lot more 
to done. 

9) Growing female voter turnouts itself brings political empowerment and increasing 
electorate sex ratios as political parties give more importance to women interests, needs 
and also enhances representations. This was already evidenced in the elections of local 
bodies where 50% of the seats are reserved for women. 

Political empowerment is the crucial part to achieve other empowerments of women - 
economic and social. Hence, it should be taken as a high priority work by the 
government and should initiate required programs. 
 
Topic: Post-independence consolidation 

1) Political scientists have pointed out that the Lok Sabha became more 

representative of the caste composition of India between the late 1980s and 

2004, when the proportion of upper caste parliamentarians declined from 

nearly half to 34 per cent, while that of OBC members went up from 11 to 

26 per cent. Discuss why this happened and the role of OBC politics in it. 

(200 Words) 

The rise of the Other Backward Classes (OBCs) in the political arena since the mid-1980s 
is considered as India’s “silent revolution”. 

Reasons 

1- Mandal commission's report - Reported OBC represents 52 percent of the country's 
population. Considered caste as the relevant criteria for positive discrimination.  

2- 73rd and 74th constitutional amendments - so called lower castes become important 
force in Indian politics. 

3- Socio-economic reasons- emergence of new middle class with large OBC population. 
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4- Political reasons- was used to lure a new and large vote bank and have an edge over 
their political rivals. 

Role of OBC politics 

1- Population - largest group in Indian politics and its not possible to ignore it. 

2- Pan-India presence - OBC population is not confined to any particular area or region. 
It affects the politics of whole country. 

3- Caste hierarchy - Neither privileged nor exploited in extreme sense. They are exposed 
to both and thus easy for political parties to manipulate by " Carrot & Stick " approach. 

4- Reservation - From Mandal commission to 'Patidar andolan' issue of reservation has 
affected Indian politics significantly. 

OBC still forms the largest population in India (42%) and its a good sign that they have 
their representation in Parliament and contribution in development. But at the same 
time ill effects of caste based politics are to be addressed so as to make our democracy 
even stronger. 
 
Topic: Women issues 

1) “Despite the detailed recommendations of the Justice J S Verma 

Committee report, following the December 2012 gang rape in Delhi, neither 

politicians nor even some in the judiciary appear to have understood the 

central problem around the increase in such crimes.” What is this ‘central 

problem’? What measures need to be taken to address this problem? 

Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Core problem is that the larger number of rapes are done by the known ones but 
stranger rapes are getting maximum attention and efforts. In fact some politicians are 
demanding stringent laws and judges suggesting castration as solution. 

Measures :- 

- For children childcare facilities are to be increased. Role of Anganwadis should be 
extended. 
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- Role of 'Community Policing' is also very important. 

- Educating children about " Good touch & Bad touch " 

- Increase women constabulary and a separate cell in every police station. 

- Establishment of fast track courts for rape cases. 

- Ensure privacy of victims so as to encourage guardians to report such cases. 

- Developing a legal support structure for victims during trial. 

- Standard medical tests of victims. 

- Provide counselling to the rape victims 

Implications :- 

- Social initiatives like ' Satyamev Jayate ' creates awareness and educate people 
regarding such hidden truths. 

- The app 'Himmat' by Delhi police and deploying security guards in public buses, 
installing CCTVs etc by Delhi government are worth appreciating. 

Limitations :- 

- The attitude of society towards rape victims is very disheartening. 

- Families are not ready to bring such issues in public. 

We as a country have to be more sensitive towards women related crimes like sexual 
harassment, acid attacks, trafficking etc . And the best way for this is to revive our 
cultural, social, legal and educational system. 
 
Topic: Population and associated issues 

2) Critically analyse India’s family planning programme and the methods 

used in population control. (200 Words) 

 
india was the first country in the world to initiate family planning programmes.the 
program has gradually evolved over the years.but it seems that the best practices and 
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norms have not been incorporated yet as evident from recent sterilisation deaths in 
chattisgarh 

pro 

-india is the 2ND most populous country of the world and hence family planning is 
essential. 

-family planning initiatives across the years have helped us achieve a declining birth rate 
and total fertility rate.the TFR is 2.3 which is close to replacement levels of 
2.1(NATIONAL population policy 2000) 

-many women have restricted childbirth to 2 or 3 in rural areas.in urban areas the TFR 
has dropped down to 1.6 

however the ways and approaches towards sterilization has been found to be faulty. 

-the camp approach is an unheathy approach towards sterilization. 

-pre determined targets and consequent incentives for the doctor lets him perform upto 
70 tubectomies in a day.(SC manadated only 30) 

-the drugs,instrument,anaesthesia and other equipments are often contaminated by 
infections leading to sepsis and deaths 

- the consent of the women is often manufactured and she is coerced to visit the camps 

- there is undue emphasis on female sterilization in most of the states. 

the need is to provide women a basket of contraception choices .it includes barrier 
methods(male and female condoms),hormonal methods(OCPs,dermal 
implants),IUCDs(copper T,mirena IUCD) AND sterilzation(TUBECTOMY and 
vasectomies).they should be allowed to choose among them after explaining the 
advantages and disadvantages of each.moreover male sterilization should be promoted 
through quick,noninvasive non scalpel vasectomy. 

unless and until we provide women with multiple choices and improve our health care 
delivery services , we cannot achieve a voluntary and sustainable family planning 
programme 
 
Topic: Salient features of Indian society 
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3) Analyse the the socio-economic importance of the bovine species mithun 

(Bos frontalis) for some of the tribes in Arunachal Pradesh and why efforts 

should be made for their preservation. (200 Words) 

 
mithun also called cattle of mountain important bovine species of north east hills in 
india which provides high quality milk meat and leather. 

socio economic importance of mitun are - 

1-mitun is considered as pride of north eastern hills  

2-the ownership of mithun considered to be sign of prosperity and superority of 
individual in society 

3-mithun is used for marraige gift and sacrificial animal for different social and cultural 
creremony 

4-mithun have high fat and protein milk so used in preparin other milk products  

5-mithun hair is exotic outer cover of sofa 

keeping view of it sdwindling populationof mithun over the year if is of great priority for 
mithun inhabited area to conserve and propogate quality mithun germsplasm at faster 
rate to stabilise its population 

reason for its conservation are follows- 

1-economic point of view ,for their potential use in future example milk and meat 

2-from cultural point of view,muthin are of great importance being used for marraige gift 
and also serving as prestigious assest of owner 

3-conserve for their scientific use are use of conservation stock as control population in 
order to moniter and identify advances and genetic makeup.studies are also needed for 
climate tolerence at physiological and genetic level.some population can be used as 
research model in other species including man 

many population have played importance role in specific period of national and regional 
history.mithun play important role in cultural ethos of tribal population of northeastern 
hill of india 
 
Topic: Urbanization, their problems and their remedies 
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1) In India, waste management – be it solid urban waste, sewage, chemical 

or industrial waste – is mismanaged and has become a mammoth problem 

in the face of rapid urbanization. Critically analyse why it has remained a 

problem and what challenges is this problem posing to policy makers. (200 

Words) 

 
Exploding Indian population has not only increased pressure on land but has also 
subdued its capacity to absorb the waste. Be it solid urban waste, sewage, chemical or 
industrial waste; it has increased pressure on policy framers to manage it prudently. 

Problems: 

--- Load capacity of waste-management plants is very low. This has led tochocking of 
sewage lines, consequently overflowing drains. 

--- SWM is not regularly being evacuated/collected by Municipalities. 

--- While the quantum of waste that is being generated is increasing, capacity to collect, 
transport, disposes and reuse garbage is going down. 

--- There is lack of behavioural change in the people, to separate waste at initial levels 
into biodegradable and non-biodegradable. 

Challenges: 

--- First and foremost is the public health, which generally erupts in the surroundings of 
the waste. In particular, organic domestic waste poses a serious threat, since they 
ferment, creating conditions favourable to the survival and growth of microbial 
pathogens. 

--- Policy makers are unable to procure land to construct new waste-water plants. 

--- Due to lack of funds, municipalities face huge financial deficit to work properly. 

--- Increasing untreated sewage is polluting rivers and water-bodies. 

--- Growing quantities of chemical waste is seeping into the ground or polluting the air. 

Thus upcoming of new schemes like Swacch Bharat Abhiyan, Smart City Mission, 
AMRUT, HRIDAY schemes etc. the focus should now be to make the process of 
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management more participative changing peoples’ behaviouralong with more 
technological intensive waste management plants. 
 
Topic: Urbanization, their problems and their remedies 

1) “The causes, sources and impact of air quality issues are interconnected 

and they need to be addressed together.” In the light of increasing air 

pollution in Delhi and other big cities in India, analyse the statement. (200 

Words) 

Air pollution is threatening to life in urban agglomerates with very diverse negative 
effects and impacts. Its major causes are listed below- 

Causes: 

1. Less use of public transport. 

2. Burning of straw, woods etc. in neighbouring areas 

3. Less promotion of clean renewal energy sources as well as environmental friendly and 
energy efficient technologies. 

4. Corruption and laxity in pollution control measures 

5. Proliferation of unregulated small and medium industries, illegal mining etc. 

6. Apathy of public towards environment and ecology. 

Major sources are polluting vehicles, smoking industries, generators, polluting 
household appliances and unwanted burning of organic materials. 

Impacts of Air Pollution: 

Whether it is indoor or outdoor, air pollution can trigger lung cancer, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, pneumonia and other acute lower respiratory infections, lung cancer, 
loss of vision, including cataracts, and it heightens the risk of cardiovascular disease. Bad 
air is also blamed for the growth in stress levels as well as non-communicable diseases, 
such as high blood pressure. It cause poor air quality, ozone depletion and climate 
change.  
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Extent of problem is that WHO has reported that 13 of the 20 international cities with 
the worst fine particulate matter (PM2.5) in air pollution are in India. 

It is evident that increase use of public transport will decrease polluting vehicles in roads 
and in turn will reduce traffic congestion. Efficient, accountable and non corrupt 
pollution controlling agencies will regulate the industries in sustainable way in harmony 
of environment. More use of renewal resources and clean technologies will decrease the 
burden on fossil fuels. Increase public awareness will result into pollution controlling 
measures by pro-active civil society. 

Also these measures will lead to less environmental and health loss to nation and public 
which in turn will have more resources to invest in cleaner technologies. Otherwise more 
environmental and health burden will increase poverty and pollution.  
Thus causes, sources and impacts of pollution are integrated to each other. To solve the 
problem of Air Pollution government has to take measures in innovative, planned and 
holistic manners. Isolating certain causes or measures will not help to increase air 
quality. 
 
Topic: Freedom struggle;  

1) Describe the differences between nationalism and patriotism. Do you 

think freedom fighters were more of patriots than nationalists? Critically 

comment. (200 Words) 

The difference between patriotism and nationalism is that the patriot is proud of his 
country for what it does, and the nationalist is proud of his country no matter what it 
does; the first attitude creates a feeling of responsibility, but the second a feeling of blind 
arrogance that leads to war. 

One of the basic differences between a patriot and a nationalist is that patriots value 
responsibility. This includes the citizen’s responsibility to his country, a country’s 
responsibility to its citizens, and the responsibility of a country and its citizens to the rest 
of the world. 

Nationalism is a feeling that one’s country is superior to another in all respects, while 
patriotism is merely a feeling of admiration for a way of life. These concepts show that 
patriotism is passive by nature and nationalism can be a little aggressive 
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The freedom fighters of India were more of Patriots than Nationalist because 

1) patriots believe that their country is one of the best and can be improved in many 
ways. Similarly most of the freedom fighters believe in the same way as a patriot 

2)A patriotic person tends to tolerate criticism and tries to learn something new from it, 
but a nationalist cannot tolerate any criticism and considers it an insult. Many of the 
freedom fighters such as Gandhiji were believers of peaceful way of fighting and have 
tolerance. 

3)Patriots Expresses the emotion of love towards his country in a passive way. 

India's freedom fighters consist of both believers of Nationalism and Patriotism .But 
many of the freedom fighters of India were followers of Gandhiji , who completely 
believe in "Ahimsa" way of freedom strugle . Thus many of them were believers of 
patriotism. 
 
Topic: Secularism; Communalism 

1) “India’s growth prospects are threatened by social conflict.” What are the 

social conflicts that are threatening not only India’s growth but also its 

peace and harmony? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

Social order when maintained by domination and confrontation and not by consensus 
leads to social conflicts. 

India's rich social diversity/differences brings certain challenges and conflicts. Some of 
these challenges/conflicts are :- 

1- Region based conflicts - several times we read that how north eastern people are 
exploited in other parts of India by some fringe elements of society. 

2- Religious conflicts - these are more common in India. Examples are - Gujarat riots, 
Muzaffarnagar riots etc 

3- Caste conflicts - conflicts between so called upper caste and lower caste especially in 
Hindu beliefs. 

4- Gender based conflicts - Males generally try to dominate females but in modern times 
females are more aware of their rights and they fight for it thus resulting in conflicts. 
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5- Other conflicts - the fight for their rights by Gays, Lesbians, transgenders etc is 
causing a conflict with other who oppose it. 

Economical impacts of these conflicts :- 

1- discourage investors 

2- effect tourism 

3- low goodwill thus less economical support from international institutions. 

4- domestically also we are not able to use our human resource to its best capability. 

Impacts on peace :- 

1- always sense of distrust and disbelief 

2- vulnerable to small incidents 

3- prone to political misuse  

4- always divided hence rivalry 

Limitations :- 

1- lack of good measurement tools to measure social conflicts. 

2- lack of specific research. 

We need to develop our diversity as our strength not weakness. And this can only be 
done by being tolerant to each other. As famous saying "United we stand Divided we 
fall". 
 
Topic: Role of women 

1) India’s GDP could see an additional increment of $0.7 trillion-$2.9 

trillion by 2025 if women’s participation in the labour force increases, says 

a new study by McKinsey Global Institute (MGI). But achieving this would 

require concerted effort with targeted government intervention in key 

areas. Analyse these key areas. (200 Words) 
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Women being approximately 50 percent contributor of the society population wise adds 
to it economically to a larger extent too. 

As evident from recent McKinsey Study that says than an increment of $ 0.7 trillion to 
2.5 trillions can be seen if women's participation in work force increases. 

But we need government intervention in following key areas: 

1.Social: 

a)Promoting Gender Diversity practice in Private establishments. 

b)Changing Societal Believes about women participation in work force. 

2.Monetary: Strengthening Increased reach of financial services for women especially in 
rural areas. 

3.Legal: Strengthening Legal Provisions for Women and its enforcement should be 
strengthened. 

4. Infrastructural: Providing Women with the Required infrastructure at work place and 
even domestically. 

5.Education and Skill Development: Providing Opportunities for Primary and Secondary 
Education and Skilling them in key areas. 

6.Employment : Providing ample Employment Opportunities to women. 

Hence through these government interventions we can see an enhanced Women 
Participation and A Shining India.Government schemes like Kasturba Gandhi 
Vidyalaya,Beti Bachao, Mahila Bank, Grameen Kaushal Yojana, MUDRA are few 
welcome stps but we need more in the future to ripe full benefits of Our neglected 
Demographic Dividend. 

Topic: Role of women 

1) Some findings have found that gender-based crime rates have grown 

while general crime rates have decreased over the years in India. Analyse 

why. (200 Words) 
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Unfortunately rate of crimes against women has increased significantly. Some of the 
reasons behind this trend are :- 

1- Filing the reports are increased thanks to active women NGOs and government 
initiatives. 

2- crimes within families are started coming in public domain. 

3- increase number of working women and insufficient measures for their protection. 

4- Women are more prone to cyber crimes 

5- Clash of ideologies resulting in crimes like honor killing etc 

6- Women empowerment has challenged the patriarchal mindset of some people and 
they try to resist it resulting in crimes. 

7- Discrimination against LGBT ( Lesbian Gays Bisexual and Transgenders ) community. 

General crimes decreased because :- 

1- improved law and order 

2- use of modern technology by police forces. 

3- improved social, economical and educational conditions  

4- In small cases settlements outside courts. 

5- aware and proactive public 

Measures to reduce crimes against women :- 

1- 'Zero tolerance' approach at individual, family, community, society and national level. 

2- Sensitivity in police and judiciary system. 

3- Establishing infrastructure safe for women. 

4- Proactive Community policing and community support in case of incident. 

Limitations :- 

1- Patriarchal mindset of society 

2- Insensitive police towards crime against women. 
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3- lethargic judicial system 

4- Less institutional and society support to victim. 

A holistic approach is required to change this picture and in this not only Government 
but also individual, society and NGOs have to play a significant role. 
 
Topic: Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth 

century until the present- significant events, personalities, issues  

2) Critically analyse Gandhiji’s thoughts on untouchability and 

untouchables. (200 Words) 

Mahatama Gandhi from the very onset, be it South Africa or his early movements in 
India dedicated his life to work for the masses, the downtrodden and the oppressed. 
However post the non cooperation movement and later after the civil disobedience 
movement his resolve to uplift the untouchables from the clutches of apathy, 
strengthened. 

Gandhiji firmly believe in eradication of untouchability. For the same reason he worked 
to sensitize Indian masses against the practice of untouchability. Afte the 2nd RTC and 
Poona Pact gandhiji started Harijan, and wrote articles, organized marches, tried to 
remove the blot of untouchability from the society. His efforts were complemented by 
Dr.Bhima Rao Ambedkar, the indisputable leader of the depressed classes. However the 
two differed on the system of varnashram. 

Gandhiji believed in the caste system, and the age old practice of varnashram. Thereby 
he gave legitimacy to the class and caste system. Whereas Ambedkar believed in an all 
together annihilation of caste system. Gandhiji respected the Hindu stratified society but 
worked to eradicate the practice of untouchability that had evolved over time as it was in 
first half of the 20th century. 

Hence it is interesting to note that gandhiji understood the reasons behind perpetuity of 
caste system but stood strong against the discrimination of the lower castes. 
 
Topic: Role of women  
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3) “Women’s right to wealth and property is of singular importance, not 

only for its utilitarian benefits of providing them security and 

independence, but also, and more importantly, for the principle of equal 

rights.” Critically discuss in the Indian context. (200 Words) 

 
In patriarchal society like India, women are generally seen as burden rather than 
blessing. Women’s right to wealth and property although guaranteed but are seldom 
practiced. It will not only provide financial benefit but also equality. Its benefit includes:- 

- Since birth they are treated as minor, where good food, education and family support is 
given to male members. Inherited property and money can help them get good higher 
education or start new business, which will increase their confidence thus, will refuse to 
be treated like an object. 

- Without proper education, money or property, once they get married, women generally 
have no choice but to abide husband and in-laws.  

- Once having their own share, they will have a say in decision making, which is largely 
due. 

Generally female members who ask for their share are branded as bad girls and faces 
wrath of the society. Devoid of good education and repression from inception kills their 
spirit to fight for what is their own. Parents, saves money for dowry instead of, for 
education and empowerment of their daughter. Once they marry them, they feel free of 
their responsibility. 

‘Principle of equal right’ is fundamental right enshrined in our constitution. Policy 
makers need more inclusive and innovative policies to make this right a reality. 
 
Topic: Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth 

century until the present- significant events, personalities, issues  

4) “Ambedkar and Periyar were at the forefront of social movements that 

challenged the deeply entrenched caste system, traced its origins to 

Hinduism which laid the theoretical foundations of the system, and saw the 
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emancipation of the socially oppressed in abolishing the religion itself.” 

Discuss the commonalities between these two personalities. (200 Words) 

Ambedkar and Periyar believed the plight of the oppressed was due to the caste system 
which was deeply embedded in Hinduism in the form of the Varna system. For the 
welfare of the oppressed the religion itself needed abolition. 

Both were unfaltering friends who shared many commonalities as listed below – 

1. Both were Anti-Hindu but were born Hindu. They fought ardently against the rigid 
caste system and Hinduism. 

2. They were against Brahmanism as it empowered the Brahmins to subdue the 
oppressed. 

3. Both were apprehensive about the end of British rule since this would have left their 
people at the mercy of Congress which was considered to be pro-Hindus. 

4. Along with Jinnah they wanted independent nations for their people but only Jinnah 
succeeded. 

5. They advocated a classless society for the nation’s growth. 

6. They were critical of Gandhi and Congress, they felt Gandhian concept of Democracy 
meant preservation of caste structure. 

7. They believed in empowering the oppressed via education. 

8. They advocated social emancipation before political. 

9. Both worked for women emancipation. 

However , they did share ideological differences too – 

1. Ambedkar embraced Buddhism because he was did not want to be a part of a religion 
which had so many evils. Whereas, Periyar remained a Hindu because staying so gave 
him the right to criticize the religion. 

2. Ambedkar focussed on national reconstruction with emancipation of the oppressed. 
Periyar worked regionally in the South. 

3. Periyar remained a social reformer while Ambedkar also became a political reformer. 
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Provisions of reservation and empowerment of the oppressed in our Constitution can be 
credited to Ambedkar. But current settings show the problem still persists and it is high 
time we acknowledge the efforts put by these great reformers because a nation divided 
on the lines of caste, creed and religion can never grow. 
 
Topic: Poverty and developmental issues 

1) Write a note on the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child  

and the impact of poverty on child rights. (200 Words) 

 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child is a internationally legally 
bounded document which focuses on four areas of child development which are: 

1-Survival rights- Child's right to live and availability of most basic needs for ts survival 
such as healthy and nutritios food, 2-Developmental rights- Giving opportunity to each 
child for their all round development e.g, right to education, 

3-Protection rights- Protecting each child from all the abuse whether from internal and 
external agency through a comprehensive law barring such abuse and 

4-Participation rights- Giving child rights to say in the matter affecting their lives, having 
freedom of expressions etc. 

India is signatory of this convention since 1992 and by large ratified all the rights which 
should be available to children as contained in the document 

Impact of poverty on child rights- 

Poverty is such a state of deprivation in which a person is not able to afford basic 
requirements for its survival. Its effect on children- 

1- Threatened their survival which forced them to beg, work as domestic worker which 
make them prone to various abuses 

2- Unable to take part in developmental activities which is necessary for their physical 
and cognitive development as they have to support their families at tender age. 
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3- Various reports speaks that the crimes on children are on rise. They are not only 
thrashed by their employers but also by government functionaries such as police. Acute 
destitution often force this children to indulge in criminal activities 

4- Children who had to depend on others for their own survival. They don't have any 
rights to think about themselves 

Our constitution makers acknowledged this grave injustice and inserted Art 24 in the 
constitution which bars employment of children but the real outcome of the Article 24 
and various laws legislated by central and state government as desired is till a distant 
dream 
 
Topic: Role of women 

1) A multitude of factors are responsible for gender gap in employment in 

India. In your opinion, which is the most important factor? Analyse it. (200 

Words) 

A number of factors are responsible for the gender gap in employment in India. Until 
recently, the gender pay gap resulted in a low interest among the women seeking 
employment but the most important can be attributed to the patriarchal mindset along 
with the infallibility of the parents to understand their girl child's potential. 

1) Most of the girls are married at young age, still prevalent in the societies where 
parents are illiterate. 

2) The women are generally considered to be physically and mentally not in par with the 
men. This results in employments in factories as engineers and on field works confined 
only to men. 

3) Women are considered only as homemakers. Most of time parents marry off their girl 
child saying that she would be allowed to continue with her job after marriage, but 
household responsibilities crush her dreams to continue with her job. 

4) The comparatively low enrollment rates in the higher education and the drop outs 
after 8th standard can be also linked to parents preconceived notion about girls not 
being as capable as men. 
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5) Parents don't find it important to spend on her girl child for study as they think paying 
for her studies will empty their savings meant for the dowry. 

6) Unlike boys, girls are mostly not considered as the shoulder of their old age. 

A recent report by Mckinsey Global Institute estimates that the economic output of the 
country can see a boost of at least 60% if women and men employment participation 
comes in par. Until and unless parents and society give up this mentality of thinking girls 
as mere liabilities, and start investing in them as a future human resource, we cannot 
expect this boost in economy. 
 
Topic: World geography 

1) How do scientists find the age of planets and universe? Why is it 

important to find their age? Explain. (200 Words) 

Various approach and methods for measuring age of planets and universe are as 
follows:- 

# Measuring DISTANCE and RADIAL VELOCITIES of other galaxies which are moving 
away from our galaxy(Milky way).Using the current expansion rate of the universe, we 
can imagine “rewinding” the universe to the point where everything was contained in a 
singularity, and calculate how much time must have passed between that moment (the 
Big Bang) and the present. 

# RADIO ACTIVE AGE DATING of the meteorites, rocks from earth, moon etc to 
determine the absolute age of planets. 

# NUMBER OF CRATERS;- More the no. of craters, older is the surface with an 
assumption that no. of craters hitting earth,moon was the same for Mercury, Venus and 
Mars.We can measure the relative age with this method. 

SIGNIFICANCE 

#Knowing the age of universe could help astronomers in their quest of finding the clues 
on how universe came into existence.(big bang) 
# Better understanding of the process of evolution of life, earth and solar system. 
# age determination of star/planet can tell about the chemical composition ( old stars 
have most of the hydrogen burnt up with helium in abundance) 
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Topic: changes in critical geographical features (including waterbodies 

and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes; 

Salient features of Indian society 

2) Rivers in India are worshipped as holy places by millions of pilgrims. But 

due to certain rituals and practices, pilgrimages have become on of the 

major causes of river pollution in India. Write a critical note on this issue. 

(200 Words) 

In India , pilgrimage tourism and related activities are integral part of our culture.India's 
chief source of water, its more than 400 rivers, is swiftly becoming unsafe for both 
drinking and bathing. While industrial pollution plays a major part in this worrying 
trend, religious rituals in the pilgrimage places is also playing an important role. 

The main causes for river pollution in the pilgrimage places are 

1) The disposal of cremated bodies into rivers and the dunking of statues during festivals 
like ganesh chaturthi and druga pooja are all making a lot of India's waterways toxic. 

2) During religious occasions every year, thousands of peoples take a dip in the Yamuna 
and leave behind worship materials, polythene bags, clay idols, human excreta, account 
books and floral offerings in the river water, which increases the suspended materials in 
the water 

3) Due to lack of sanitation facilities in the pilgrimage areas, most of the peoples uses 
river catchment areas for defecation, which causes pathogenic and organic 
contamination in the river. 

Thus the government should implement certain policies and schemes to reduce the 
pollution of rivers in the pilgrimage area 

1) Formation of public toilets in the pilgimage areas will reduce peoples tendancy to use 
river catchment areas for defecation 

2) Formation of Electric Crematorium and Create Awareness among the people about 
the problems created by disposing bodies in to the rivers 

3) Formation of Holy Bathing Ponds near the ghats filled with river water . This will 
prevent the contamination of river water from worship materials and cloths. 
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4) Creation of idols with more enviornment freindly materials will reduce the amount of 
toxic materials in the water 

The rivers acts as the life line for the majority of the cities and villages in India. The 
various sources of pollution in the rivers and possible strategies to restore the ailing 
rivers to its pristine status must be thoroughly examined and effective and enduring 
solutions established and implemented 
 
Topic: Role of women 

3) What are the strong social, economic and political arguments that can be 

made in favour of giving opportunities for women to work in higher offices? 

Discuss. (200 Words) 

Women accounts for 50% of the society and form the base for family thus their 
integration in every sphere of life is a necessity. 

Social arguments:- 

- Women in higher position will counter male dominance thus will promote equality. 

- Women at higher posts are more likely to fight for their right and against injustice for 
women also will discard any nonviable orthodox belief and practices. 

- Will emerge as role models for females. 

Economic arguments:- 

- According to recent survey, women participation in workforce can increase 60% of 
India’s GDP by 2030. 

- Women at higher position can better understand the needs of their female workers like 
separate toilet, day shift, maternity leave. 

- 

Political argument:- 

- Women generally do not advocate war but empathy thus will promote peaceful world. 

- Policy making will be which will include women’s points of view as well thus will 
become more inclusive. 
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For smooth running of the society, it is necessary for other wheel-women to keep up with 
the pace. Although, these change will happen in a day but women should be given their 
due, what our constitution also advocates. 
 
Topic: Urbanisation problems; changes to geographical features 

4) Guidelines directing use of groundwater have been place since 2012, but 

a revised set of guideline are said to affect many industries adversely. 

Examine why. (200 Words) 

The revised set of guideline are set to affect many industries adversely in the following 
ways:- 

RULES 

#PROHIBITION on GROUND WATER Extraction in over exploited regions.(applies to 
both industrial and domestic use). Industries such as soft drinks, breweries, distillery, 
fertilizer, paper pulp are considered water-intensive and cannot extract water from any 
of the 'over utilized' areas. 

# CRITICAL AREAS where the recharge is much less than extraction (entire 
Gurgaon,Delhi,Gaziabad,Faridabadand & ballabgarh e.t.c). The industries and 
infrastructure projects including real estate development will have to recharge twice the 
level of extraction. 

# SEMI CRITICAL AREAS the industries will have to recharge equal level of extracted 
ground water. 

PROBLEMS associated with the revised version 

#Creation of water replenishment infrastructure (ponds ,reservoirs etc)at such a short 
notice is a biggest challenge. 

#Land availability is another issue given the fact that entire central India(comprising 
critical &and semi critical area) is densely populated. 

#UN-AFFORDABLE - Small scale water intensive industries would have to be shutdown 
especially in over exploited regions. 
 
Topic: Physical geography; Urbanization 
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1) What are the major causes of floods in coastal cities in India? It is said 

that  Indian cities are unprepared for the extreme weather events that will 

accompany global warming. What measures should be taken to such 

events? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Indian sub-continent is unique in its way to have three sides covered with water and 
one side land. This unique feature has provided India with 7517 kms coastline with 
significant economic opportunities. Incidentally wherever there is an opportunity, there 
lies risks. The most important threat for caostlines have been flooding which can be 
either natural or man made. 

Natural causes: 

1)Rise in sea level 

2)Submergence of coastland by tectonic activity. 

3)Excessive rainfall 

4)Excessive silt carrying from rivers can result into change of river path causing floods. 

Man made causes: 

1)Construction of dams and reservoirs can result into shrinking of coastlines. 

2)Excessive mining of sands in the cost line and riverine deltas can also make coastal 
regions vulnerable which has also destroyed mangroves vegetation. 

3)Lack of efficient urban planning with improper drainage and water management 

4)Emission of greenhouse gases by means of fossil fuels in industries and transportation 
has also resulted in modification of rainfall patterns in the coastal areas. 

Coastal management plays a key feature in the development of blue economy. Efficient 
urban planning and coastal management is the need of the hour. Urban areas must have 
a combination of planned water management with efficient mangrove vegetation in the 
coastline serving as a buffer area to control the floods causing from rise of sea level. The 
major aim of AMRUT, SMART CITIES must aim on renovating planned housing 
patterns with drainage system and construction regulations. Lessons should be drawn 
from the Harappan civilization which essentially controlled flooding through urban 
planning; to bring welfare for the coastal areas of India. 
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Topic: Secularism 

1) What do you understand by pluralism? How is it different from 

secularism? Discuss in the Indian context. (150 Words) 

Pluralism is acknowledging the fact that multiple power groups should exist and 
compete in a free and open marketplace of ideas, from which policies and law are 
generated to govern the society.It is a form of society in which minorities maintain their 
independent cultural traditions without any restrictions.In a simple terms it can also be 
told as people with disagreeing beliefs live in the same society peacefully without 
disbanding their beliefs. While secularism in western notion is a practise of separating 
state from the religion, restricting it from interfering the religious matters of the people. 
India has its own version of secularism. Keeping in view of the pluralistic society and 
beliefs of the people, Gandhi during independence struggle has come out with his Indian 
version of secularism which means equality of all religions. Thus secularism in India is a 
result of its pluralistic diversities and this is driving India since many years and 
continues to do so. 
 
Topic: Urbanization – problems and remedies 

2) Critically analyse urban transport challenges in Indian cities and policy 

responses needed to address these challenges. (200 Words) 

Massive urbanisation and resultant transport problems present one of the most 
important challenges in India’s near future. Urban transport face following challenges: 

1) Reduced travel speed i.e. due to heterogeneity of traffic, high speed vehicles end up 
travelling at the speed of slowest vehicle. 

2) Lack of safety as frequency of road accident has surged. Worst affected are 
pedestrians. 

3) Congestion & reduced road space. 

4) Rapid motorisation has resulted in steep increase in our fuel consumption which has 
led to draining of india’s foreign exchange reserves + presents a threat to energy security. 

The government has already taken some steps to meet the challenge such as adoption of 
National Urban Transport Policy that aim to attain sustainable urban transport by : 
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1) Metro Rails 

2) Intermediate Public Transport Systems like auto rickshaws, cycle rickshaws, car 
pooling etc 

3) Non Motorised Transport which converges transport needs with climate change 
efforts and energy security. It includes construction of pedestrian lanes, e-rickshaws etc. 

However it is not enough. Policy forward need to be based on the central idea that 
‘IMPROVEMENT IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT” and not road capacity enhancement is the 
way forward. It should be supplemented by actions on urban growth policy, transport 
demand management, improving existing road infrastructure and most of all co-
ordination between - ‘state - state’ , ‘states and centre’ and within departments to ensure 
better governance. ICT can be used for it. Improved efficient mobility is not only integral 
to Smart City mission, AMRUT but also india’s INDC. 
 
Topic: World physical geography 

3) Will the contribution of a melting Antarctica to sea-level rise be 

significant and challenging? Discuss. (150 Words) 

Over the past 2 decades Antarctica sea level has been thinning and doing so at 
continuous increasing rate. Main reason for the same is global warming among others. 
This melting of Antarctica ice sheet may be considered as both significant and 
challenging in following manner - 

Why Significant - 

--> Will result into total input of appx. 10 -30 cm of global water  

--> Provides knowledge about shape of Continent bedrock and Ice formation may be 
signification for further research  

--> Helpful in revisiting and responding various theories and question with regard to 
formation of Icebergs, glaciers and oceans. 

--> Will help them to learn about past changes in Earth's climate over a period of million 
of years 

Why Challenging - 
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--> Very much chances of termination of various glaciers  

--> Formation of water from ice will result into increase in overall temperature 

--> Dramatic collapse of Antarctica and emergence of bedrock soon if trend continuous.  

--> May lead to submergence of various coastal areas and islands,  

--> Will effect marine ecosystem 

However they’re natural processes that help keep the mass of a glacier in balance like 
Snow that falls in the continent’s adds ice to the glacier, while ice shelf melt and iceberg 
calving keep the glacier in balance by losing about the same amount of ice that is added 
but the problem comes when the ice shelves lose more mass than the glaciers are 
gaining. Thereby very balanced and significant approach need to be worked out to avoid 
alarming collapse. 
 
Topic: Physical geography 

4) Write a note on the origin of Earth and the planets in solar system. Also 

examine how do scientists study birth of planets in universe. (150 Words) 

 
The most accepted model about the origin of Earth (4.54 bn years ago) is the Solar 
Nebula Hypothesis which proposes the following: 

1. A large rotating cloud of interstellar dust and gas called solar nebula, composed of 
hydrogen and helium, started rotating and contracting 

2. The angular momentum and gravity of this disc flattened the cloud into a disc 

3. The center of the nebula collapsed within itself giving rise to the Sun while the 
peripheral materials started coalescing together and gave rise to the planets like the 
Earth 

4. The primordial earth was a violent world characterised by lava flows, volcanic 
eruptions and frequent bombardment by other objects 

5. The outer surface cooled over time to form the crust 

Scientists study the birth of planets and universe in the following ways –  
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1. Use of earth-bound telescopes like the TMT or space-based telescopes like the Hubble 
telescope  
2. Space probes like Cassini, MOM, Rosetta etc. 
3. Geological experimentation on Earth itself and study of volcanoes  
4. Computer simulations such as Illustris. 
 

Topic: Changes in critical geographical features (including waterbodies 

and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes; 

World geography; 

1) Write a critical note on climate-induced human migration and the way 

the climate conferences are dealing with this issue.  (200 Words) 

The problem of climate change teaches us that whole humanity have to live within limits 
(here limit is global carbon budget). Too much debate is happening on how to allot this 
budget but one issue that has almost always been ignored since 1972 Stockholm 
Conference is of climate-induced human migration. 

Drying up of Aral sea in Central Asia which led to people losing their livelihood, again 
migration induced by water crisis in Nigeria making ground for rise of Boko Haram are 
some examples which shows how critical this issue is. 

Even in India, we find regions like Marathwada, Rayalseema which are facing extreme 
weather events. People there are forced to migrate to other areas and being end up as 
casual labourers. After every climate-induced disaster, thousands of people migrate. 
Unfortunately no empirical studies has been done of their status. 

In coming UNFCCC-COP21 Conference, there has been no mention of 'climate-refugees' 
in INDC module. Even India's INDC doesn't make reference to this 

Climate change have occured in geologic past but after Industrial Revolution its 
happening at much faster rate. Its us who will suffer the most. So there is a need to have 
a comprehensive national policy encompassing climate-induced disaster management, 
rehabilitation of climate refugees in addition to adaptation and mitigation. 
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Topic: Changes in critical geographical features (including waterbodies 

and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes; 

World physical geography 

2) To counter depleting glaciers, innovative methods have been 

implemented to harvest water and create artificial glaciers to conserve 

water in Ladakh. Examine how it is done.(150 Words) 

Glaciers are lifeline to people in Ladakh where rainfall is scant and glaciers are prime 
source of water, But due to global warning glaciers are depleting and have become 
constant source of worry. 

‘Necessity is the mother of innovation’, holds so true for some indigenous innovations 
done in Ladakh. Innovative techniques to create artificial glaciers with the help of local 
people have become a model to conserve water which also reduces glacier melting.  

- The process needs water which is brought by pipes from higher mountain which is 
sparkled on wood bed or plane. As temperature reaches -30C during this time of year, 
water is crystallized to form cone shape Small Mountain. This water can be used in 
summer during harvesting of crops. 

This project also underlines how local community can help to conserve environment and 
reduces impact of global warming. 
 

Topic: History of the world – redrawal of boundaries 

1) “Schengen is the greatest achievement of European integration”. Discuss. 

(150 Words) 

Schengan area consist of the 26 nations in europe that have eliminated internal borders 
and passport requiremnt for regional integration & easy policies. The area command its 
position from schengen agreement that took place in 1985. Since then many european 
countries have joined it. 

It functions as a single country for international purpose & has a common visa 
requiremnnt. The area has served many profits to nation like: 
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1)Along with easy internal border policy it has robusted its external border for common 
benefit. 

2)Helpful in field of education, health, & research sector of these countries. 

3)People coming from outside have to just take a common visa, so it is beneficial for 
them as well. So, in a way it has boosted the tourism potential of region. 

4)It has increased the cultural heritage of the country & a sense of cooperative 
responsibility. 

5)These countries generally stand side by side to each other in case of any casualty, 
terrorism, indignity etc thereby increasing the effectiveness and a pressure they formed 
on world powers. 

But its not evergreen in the area. Infact it has seen many problems especially in recent 
years. 

1)Mnay countries are suspicious that eliminating internal borders creates dufficulty in 
the nations sovereignity. 

2)Refugee crisis in 2015 from syria and 2011 from north africa has created many 
problems. Germany and sweden have taken the bulk of them due to their favourable 
policies and they have warned that germany memebership is unsustainble unless other 
countries share the burden 

3)Ease flow of students, researchrs has also created easy flow for smugglers, human 
traffickers etc, thus increasing anti human activities. 

4)Recently, it asked travllers to submit theri biometric information which would be valid 
for 59 minths as they apply for their schengen visa. 

Overall, schengen has been one of the achievemnts as it not only eliminated borders but 
also has increased the regional cooperation and a sense of collective hood in the region. 
Here, india has a lesson to learn for its regional integration. 
 

Topic: Population; Salient features of Indian society 

1) Analyse the trends of sex ratio in India and its impact on socio-economic 

development of the country. (200 Words) 
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India historically has had a skewed sex ratio primarily because of a high preference for 
sons. While the child sex ratio declined unabated since 1961 throughout India, sex ratio 
has shown mixed trends. The 2011 census data showed that the sex ratio has declined 
from 927(1000) in 2001 to 914(1000). The recent census findings have reaffirmed the 
gender preference amongst Indians by pointing out that they keep having kids till they 
get a boy or by prenatal sex determination.  

Resultant declining numbers of women is worrisome and has following socio-economic 
impacts: 

SOCIAL IMPACTS 

1) Statistical research by Jean Dreze shows that shortage of women in society leads to 
violence against women.There’s increase in incidents of rape, prostitution and violence 
against women. It becomes more complex when couples do not wish to beget girls as 
they fear the threat of violence and dignity. 

2) Due to shortage of brides, issues like bride purchasing and abduction, polyandry & 
mismatched marriages have emerged. 

ECONOMIC 

Economically women’s labour contribution has become the backbone of the Indian 
economy’s current growth path. Moreover as men switch to non�farm activities, women 
are increasingly becoming the primary cultivators. They're also face of consumer power 
as they’ve traditionally done most household shopping and are primary consumers of 
entire beauty industry. With a huge footprint in all sectors, a persistent unbalanced 
ratio'd damage economic (and social) system beyond repair. 

This challenge can only be met by all�round realisation that even in the patriarchal set 
up, it is essential to maintain a natural balance between the sexes. Government should 
ensure better regulation and can start incentivising parents with single girl child through 
better retirement benefits; promoting and incentivising widow remarriage and dowry 
less marriage. 
 

Topic:  changes in critical geographical features (including waterbodies 

and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes 
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1) What do you understand by rural distress? What are the causes and 

consequences? How can government address this distress? Discuss.  (200 

Words) 

Rural distress – A challenging state of affairs for rural inhabitants in which their 
economic situation steadily deteriorates and adversely impacts their social life. 

Causes of Rural distress: 

Socio-Economic causes –  

(i) Poor employment conditions 

(ii) Overdependence on farming sector which gives low remuneration 

Geographical Causes –  

(i) Unpredictable monsoon cycles 

(ii) Variability of farming technology in different regions 

Technological causes –  

(i) Lack of automation in agriculture 

(ii) Poor financial inclusion due to low internet penetration 

Consequences: 

Economic consequences –  

(i) Exploitation at the hands of money lenders 

(ii) Casualization of labour 

Geographical consequences –  

(i) Increased rural-urban migration 

(ii) Changing demographics over regions and employment sectors 

Social consequences –  

(i) Decreased focus on education and health of children 

(ii) Increased instances of farmer suicides 
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Steps which the government can take: 
(i) Economic – Subsidies on fuel and fertilizers, construction of productive rural 
infrastructure such as bunds, johads, wells etc 

(ii)Technological – Promote drip irrigation, research in scientific usage of fertilizers, use 
of Soil Health cards 

(iii) Social – Promote skill development to shift labour from agriculture to industry, 
increase awareness of children’s education, women empowerment through SHGs 
(iv) Environmental – Promotion of social forestry, agro-forestry etc which are more 
resilient to climatic vagaries 
(v) Geographical – Increasing canal networks in rain-deficient areas and speeding up the 
establishment of a National Agricultural Market  
(vi) Structural – Universalization of crop insurance programmes and revamping of 
APMC 

 

Topic:  Population and associated issues 

2) How can India bring down fertility levels? Also evaluate its performance 

so far. (200 Words) 

High fertility rate in India is a result of social, religious and economic factors- marriage 
at a young age, preference for a son, poverty, high infant mortality rate, illiteracy and 
consideration of children as an insurance. High population results in nutritional 
deprivation, pressure on environment resources, challenged to food security, 
employment and social infrastructure. 

Even though fertility rates in India have declined since independence, but the decline is 
not large enough and is unequal across states. Kerala and Tamil Nadu have reached 
below replacement level total fertility rate , but northern states like Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, 
Rajasthan have rates above 4. 

Birth rates among poor fall when there is increase in women’s education, role and status; 
increase in female non-agricultural wage employment, rise in family income, reduction 
in infant mortality, better nutrition and health care, development of old age and social 
security systems. 

National Population Policy 2000 was formulated with a long term objective of achieving 
population stabilization by 2045. Janasankhya Sthirta Kosh seeks to support projects 
and schemes for population stabilization. To achieve low fertility levels, the policy has to 
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target healthcare, contraceptions, nutrition, old age welfare, education and employment, 
with state wide participation. 
 

Topic:  World history 

1) Write a critical note on some of post World War – II’s mass genocides 

and their causes. (200 Words) 

The deliberate mass killing of a particular group of people identified by their nationality 
or ethnicity. The pogroms associated with genocide happen, if not with direct 
involvement, either in connivance with or with the tacit approval of the state in which 
these populations reside. 

Major Genocidal Events: 

Several genocidal events have transpired since WW2; including ones in Combodia 
(Khmer Rouge), Sudan (Darfur), Bangladesh (by West Pakistan), Rwanda (Hutu-Tutsi), 
Bosnia Herzegovina (Serbs-Croats) and Kosovo (Serbs vs Albanians), among others. 

Major Causes: 

Majoritarianism: in its extreme form may lead to actions of genocide against minorities 
and ethnic groups. The effects of majoritarianism are exacerbated when mixed with 
religious ideologies.  

Developmental divide: genocide since WW2 has happened in underdeveloped parts of 
the world. 

Lack of institutions: Both at the state level (democratic) and at the international level to 
effectively thwart genocidal leaders from seizing power. 

Growth of extreme ideologies. 

Leaders lack of fear of punishment after committing genocide  

Burgeoning illegal trade in small arms 

Cold-war Geopolitics: Failure of the international community to act against genocidal 
regimes owing to geopolitics. 

Actions to Avert Future Genocide: 
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Strengthening the Rome statute and International Criminal Court 
Strengthening UN peace keeping mandate 
Creating a permanent UN response force: Create an international permanent rapid 
action force to counter genocide under UN Mandate 
Strengthening civil society organizations 

Strengthening democratic institutions 
 

Topic: Changes in critical geographical features (including waterbodies 

and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes 

2) With suitable examples, discuss how droughts impact socio-economic 

life of people in India’s hinterlands. (200 Words) 

 
Around 1/6th of India’s area is drought prone. The impact droughts have on the socio-
economic life of people in India’s hinterlands can be seen under the following heads: 

1. On village economy –  

(i) Decline in agricultural produce, productivity, employment etc. The government was 
recently compelled to give 50 additional days of employment under MGNREGA for 
drought-hit areas in Karnataka, AP and Telangana 

(ii) Low disposable income and high inflation 

2. On health –  

(i) Increased instances of malnutrition due to low availability of food. For instance, there 
have been numerous hunger related deaths in Bundelkhand region due to droughts 

(ii) Greater vulnerability to diseases like diarrhoea, dysentery etc 

3. On social structures –  

(i) Increased rate of rural-urban migration 

(ii) Increased instances of crimes 

4. On literacy –  

(i) Lack of emphasis on children’s education 
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(ii) Low confidence in government emphasis on scientific farming methods 

5. On rural assets –  

(i) Mass sale of village cattle and milch animals 

(ii) Increasing pressure on adjoining forests, which may impact wildlife and tribals if 
present 

Certain measures like adopting soil conservation practices, building johads, bunds etc., 
utilizing drought-resistant seeds, promoting crop insurance schemes, creating food and 
fodder banks etc. can be effective solutions to counter the adverse impact of droughts. 
 
 

Topic:  Modern Indian history – events 

1) Critically analyse the gains and losses of the Green Revolution. (200 

Words) 

During, 1970's when India was facing huge shortage of food, Green revolution was its 
necessity. Without it, millions of people were starving, and country was dependent on 
foreign aid. 

Positives of Green Revolution -  

(a) India became self-sufficient in food production, thus being able to maintain its 
sovereignty.  

(b) Was able to start welfare-programs, PDS, buffer stock for food security.  

(c) Provided increased income, and prosperity to farmers.  

(d) Increased yield and production 

(e) Improved mechanization of farms 

(f) Development of ancillary industries such as tractor repair shops, building of 
electricity and road infra structure in villages.  

(g) Most important was the spread of green revolution slowly to all parts of India. 

But, Green revolution came with a price. It has following side effects -  
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(a) Land degradation, salination of land due to excessive irrigation 

(b) Decrease in ground-water table.  

(c) Was more successful in North-western states of Punjab and Haryana, thus creating 
inter-regional skewed economic development.  

(d) Increased the input cost to farming, thus badly affecting small farmers, who fell into 
debt trap due high cost of seeds, fertilizers and pesticides.  

(f) Eutrophication due to excessive use of fertilizers, poisoning of food due to pesticides, 
development of super-pests became a common phenomena 

Green revolution was need of hour during 1970s. But its side effects have shown that we 
need sustainable farming practices such as organic manure, natural pests etc. in order to 
mitigate the bad effects of Green revolution and have a more secure agricultural sector. 
 
 
 
Topic:  Urbanization – problems and remedies 

1) Critically discuss vulnerabilities of Indian cities to climate change and 

their readiness to face extreme events. (200 Words) 

The significant vulnerabilities of Indian cities due to climate change can be seen as 
follows: 

1. Environmental –  

(i) Vulnerability of coastal areas to sea-level rise  

(ii) Increased instances of Urban heat islands and photochemical smog 

2. Social –  

(i) Large scale inland migration from coastal areas  

(ii) Increasing urban-rural divide due to greater resource requirement by cities 

3. Economic –  

(i) Threat to coastal infrastructure like ports, nuclear power stations etc 
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(ii) High cost of relocation of people from coastal areas 

4. Structural/Institutional –  

(i) ULBs have not been charged with the responsibility for enforcing climate-change 
resistant directives 

(ii) Lack of a dedicated agency to provide information on climate change impacts like 
weather anomalies, frequency of urban floods etc. 

Steps which have been taken to address the issue – 

1. Delhi has presented an Action Plan on Climate Change while Mumbai has signed an 
MoU with TERI to seek cooperation on addressing climate change issue 

2. The AMRUT mission is aimed at construction of green spaces in cities, sewage 
treatment and drains for storm-waters while the ‘Housing for All’ project will 
incorporate green tech into building construction 

3. Coastal Regulation Zones have been setup to direct coastal habitation while 
municipalities have been allowed to earn Carbon Credits 

4. The National Mission on Sustainable Habitat under the National Action Plan on 
Climate Change, which aims at incorporating climate change resistant measures in 
Indian cities 

Although various steps have been taken by the government to address the issue of 
climate-change preparedness, the lack of a National Policy to coordinate these efforts is 
glaring. Quick adoption of such a policy can ensure a focused approach to addressing 
urban climate change vulnerabilities. 

Topic: Role of women; (paper – 2; schemes) 

2) Closing down the women’s empowerment programme Mahila Samakhya 

will directly affect lakhs of women. Examine why. (200 Words) 

Mahila Samakhya which initially started as a pilot programme in merely 10 districts back 
in the 1989, aimed at a inclusive and gender specific growth. This programme 
widespread later and saw a huge involvement of women from the different strata of the 
society. However, the government recently as called for forestall and discontinue with 
further funds from March next year. This will lead to following losses : 
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1) Gender gap in literacy which was addressed to a large extent will now experience a 
major blow. 

2) Reproductive health of the women requires wide spread awareness and basic 
understanding about the steps to be followed, but discontinued funds will leave these 
sanghas vulnerable. 

3) Information about their rights and entitlements which was made sure by these groups 
will further experience an impedance. 

4) It also made sure that women have a greater participation in third tire of the 
government, by encouraging them to participate in elections. This would be hindered. 

5)Women sought justice against civilian violence in Nari adaalats, which requires funds 
to run. 

Instead of deterring this initiative by the government, efforts should be made to 
empower them further. This would mean a greater participation in the government, 
credit and saving societies and also a voice to the women who would feel the sense of 
security both socially and economically in the society. 
 
Topic:  Role of women, Salient features of Indian society 

1) Women have been victims of customs and rituals in the Indian society 

since ancient times. Critically comment why such practices are continuing 

even today and suggest ways to stop them. (200 Words) 

 
Indian culture has variety of traditions that have been accompanied since ancient period. 
Even before the advent of religions like Buddhism and Janism which propagated values 
of equality; there were other orthodox cultures which differentiated society among 
different sections and one among them were women which were considered as mere 
subordinate to men. 

Practices like these have been prevailing due to following reasons: 

--- Prevailing patriarchal mind-set. 

--- Need for boy child; led to practices like female foeticides. 
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--- Burden of Dowry. 

--- Many rituals take female menstrual cycle as sinful and purify women after completion 
of this cycle. 

--- Incidences of violence by husbands are still praised by women as normal activity, 
showing their incapacity to speak against their counterparts. 

Since these activities have undermined the potential of women and have denied them 
their fundamental rights; following step must be taken: 

--- Incentivising schemes which insure parents with girl child, promoting and 
incentivising widow remarriage and dowry less marriage. 

--- Encouraging parents to give their girl child adequate education so that they can have 
independent future. Schemes like BBBP, SSA etc. are way forward. 

--- Organising campaigns to make people aware about the natural process of female 
cycle. 

--- Laws like Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and 
Redressal) Act, 2013 must be made stricter and forceful. 

--- Sensitising police against these practices. 

Though there have been various patrons from time immemorial like Raja Ram Mohan 
Roy, MG Ranade, Ishwar Chand Vidhya Sagar which led to inclusion of various laws for 
women; it is required that the spirit of these laws must be implemented with more 
vigour. 
 
 


